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Transcription in eukaryotes produces a number of
long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs). Two of these,
MALAT1 and Menb, generate a tRNA-like small
RNA in addition to the mature lncRNA. The stability
of these tRNA-like small RNAs and bona fide tRNAs
is monitored by the CCA-adding enzyme. Whereas
CCA is added to stable tRNAs and tRNA-like tran-
scripts, a second CCA repeat is added to certain un-
stable transcripts to initiate their degradation. Here,
we characterize how these two scenarios are dis-
tinguished. Following the first CCA addition cycle,
nucleotide binding to the active site triggers a clock-
wise screw motion, producing torque on the RNA.
This ejects stable RNAs, whereas unstable RNAs
are refolded while bound to the enzyme and sub-
jected to a second CCA catalytic cycle. Intriguingly,
with the CCA-adding enzyme acting as a molecular
vise, the RNAs proofread themselves through differ-
ential responses to its interrogation between stable
and unstable substrates.
INTRODUCTION
The CCA-adding enzyme adds the nucleotide triplet CCA to the
30 end of all tRNAs (Deutscher, 1982), a step that is essential for
tRNA aminoacylation (Sprinzl and Cramer, 1979) and correct
tRNA positioning in the ribosome (Nissen et al., 2000). It is an
intriguing member of the nucleotidyltransferase family, since it
operates without a nucleic acid template and without transloca-
tion along the tRNA (Shi et al., 1998a). Instead, the tRNA 30-end
progressively refolds during synthesis and nucleotide selectivity
switches from cytidine to adenosine after the addition of two
C-nucleotides (Tomita et al., 2006; Xiong and Steitz, 2004). In
addition to acting upon newly synthesized tRNA transcripts,
the CCA-adding enzyme is able to accurately repair partially
degraded tRNA 30 ends. Interestingly, CCA-adding enzymes
fall into two divergent classes with only the catalytic domains
sharing significant homology. In class I enzymes (present in644 Cell 160, 644–658, February 12, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.archaea), bound tRNA is involved in the selection of the correct
nucleotides (Xiong and Steitz, 2004), whereas in class II enzymes
(in eubacteria and eukaryotes), proper nucleotides are selected
by protein only (Li et al., 2002; Tomita et al., 2004).
Although the CCA-adding enzyme was long thought to termi-
nate polymerization once a single CCA triplet had been added,
recent work on tRNA-like small RNAs derived from long non-cod-
ingRNAs (lncRNAs) indicated this is not always the case (Sunwoo
et al., 2009; Wilusz et al., 2011). Metastasis-associated long
adenocarcinoma transcript 1 (MALAT1) and Menb (also known
as NEAT1) are well-characterized long, nuclear-retained non-
coding transcripts that are involved in cancer progression (Ji
et al., 2003; Lin et al., 2007) and paraspeckle formation (Clemson
et al., 2009; Imamura et al., 2014; Sunwoo et al., 2009), respec-
tively. In addition, both of these lncRNAs contain sequences
that mimic the tRNA fold and are processed by the canonical
tRNA biogenesis machinery to generate small RNAs (Wilusz
et al., 2008; Wilusz et al., 2011). Just as for bona fide tRNAs,
the trinucleotide CCA is post-transcriptionally added to the 30-
end of MALAT1-associated small cytoplasmic RNA (mascRNA),
the tRNA-like transcript originating from the 30-end of MALAT1
(Wilusz et al., 2008). In contrast, the Menb tRNA-like small RNA
was found to be subjected to CCACCA addition and efficiently
degraded (Sunwoo et al., 2009; Wilusz et al., 2011). Unlike the
acceptor stems of canonical tRNAs and mascRNA, the Menb
acceptor stem is destabilized through mismatches or wobble
base pairs, somehow prompting the CCA-adding enzyme to
repeat its catalytic cycle, thereby adding tandemCCAmotifs (Wi-
lusz et al., 2011). The CCACCA tail then serves as a degradation
signal for the cellular RNA decay machinery.
It is now clear that CCA-adding enzymes from all three king-
doms of life survey the stability of their tRNA-type substrates
and selectively add either CCA or CCACCA. For example,
many bona fide tRNAs that are destabilized through mutations
or the lack of proper modifications are subjected to CCACCA
addition (Wilusz et al., 2011). The CCA-adding enzyme is thus
not only critical for generating functional tRNAs, but also likely
plays a universal and central role in tRNA and tRNA-like small
RNA surveillance and quality control.
Here, we investigated how the CCA-adding enzyme distin-
guishes structurally stable from unstable RNAs so as to only
mark unstable RNAs with CCACCA. We also unravel how a
second CCA cycle can occur despite the enzyme possessing a
unique mechanism that normally ensures a single cycle of CCA
synthesis. We find that after the first CCA cycle, nucleotide bind-
ing to the active site induces the enzyme to apply torque on
the RNA. A clockwise screw motion of the enzyme’s catalytic
domain leads to RNA compression and overwinding. This
causes unstable RNAs to extrude a distinctively positioned bulge
from the acceptor stem while still bound to the enzyme. The
bulge does not perturb the double-helical nature of the substrate
and all other structural determinants near the active site remain
in place. The catalytic mechanism is thus preserved between
the first and second cycles of CCA addition (Pan et al., 2010;
Tomita et al., 2006; Xiong and Steitz, 2004). In total, we find
that tandem CCA addition is not the result of a modified enzy-
matic activity that is particular to unstable RNAs. Rather, it is a
consequence of the natural activity of the CCA-adding enzyme
on a substrate with increased conformational flexibility. By ex-
ploiting the versatility of RNA structure, the CCA-adding enzyme
is able to trigger the degradation of potentially detrimental small
RNAs and tRNAs.
RESULTS
Catalysis Is Crucial for the CCA-Adding Enzyme
to Detect Unstable RNAs
Certain full-length tRNAs that are hypomodified or contain muta-
tions that destabilize their acceptor stems have previously been
shown to be subjected to CCACCA addition (Wilusz et al., 2011).
Using the CCA-adding enzyme from Archaeoglobus fulgidus
(AfCCA), we found that tRNA minihelices, which contain only
the acceptor stem and TJC stem-loop, are also efficiently sub-
jected to CCACCA addition when they have guanosines at the
first and second positions as well as a destabilized acceptor
stem by virtue of mismatches and G$U wobbles (Figure S1A
available online). To understand how the CCA-adding enzyme
determines whether a substrate is to receive CCA or CCACCA,
we first used an arginyl-tRNATCG minihelix that contained a
C$A mismatch (C3$A70) in its acceptor stem due to a mutation
at position 70 (Figure 1A). This unstable tRNA minihelix (miniUR)
was co-crystallized with AfCCA and the structure of the complex
was determined by molecular replacement and refined to 2.95 A˚
resolution (Table S1).
The unstable minihelix is bound between the enzyme’s cata-
lytic center, comprised of the head and neck domains, and its
tail domain, which serves as a ruler to ensure that only tRNAs
and tRNA-like transcripts are substrates for the enzyme (Fig-
ure 1A) (Tomita et al., 2004; Xiong and Steitz, 2004). As observed
previously, the discriminator base (G73) at the RNA 30-end ex-
tends the stacking of the minihelix and is not rotated out of the
helical trajectory (Tomita et al., 2006). However, in contrast to To-
mita et al. (2006), which described helical distortion in the middle
of the minihelix, we find that the unstable tRNA minihelix
perfectly mimics full-length tRNA with its acceptor and TJC
stems folding into a continuous A-type RNA helix. Furthermore,
the TJC loop is in the same conformation as in full-length tRNA,
likely because two nucleotide fragments (derived from the
mother liquor after nucleolytic cleavage) aid proper folding by
mimicking nucleotides 17 and 18 of full-length arginyl-tRNATCG(Figure S1B). The C3$A70 mismatch is seamlessly incorporated
into the RNA helix and adenine and cytosine face each other,
albeit further apart, despite their hydrogen bonding incompatibil-
ity (Figure 1B). This larger distance is thus not sufficient to notice-
ably distort the bound minihelix and, therefore, unlikely to distort
a full-length tRNA.
To understand at which step the enzyme is able to detect
unstable RNAs, we added CTP prior to co-crystallization. The
enzyme catalyzed the addition of two C-nucleotides to the ar-
ginyl-tRNATCG minihelix, but diffraction was poor. Nevertheless,
we found that using a minihelix already containing the first C
nucleotide (C74) improved diffraction to 3.2 A˚ (miniUR-C+CTP)
(Table S1). In this case, the enzyme catalyzed the incorporation
of one additional C-nucleotide, resulting in a minihelix ending in
-CC. Strikingly, the addition of CTP resulted in a completely re-
modeled tRNA acceptor stem (Figures 1C and 1D). The original
discriminator base G73 moved down by three positions to base
pair with C3, resulting in a three-nucleotide bulge (A70-C72)
protruding from the RNA helix. Apart from this bulge, which in-
cludes the originally mismatched (A70) and wobble (U71) bases,
the RNA conformation was virtually unchanged. Two new base
pairs G1:C75 and G2:C74 were formed, resulting in a blunt end
close to the enzyme (Figure 1C). To determine whether full-
length tRNA is able to form a bulge in the same position, we
superimposed full-length tRNA (Protein Data Bank [PDB] code
1SZ1) (Xiong and Steitz, 2004) onto the miniUR-C+CTP struc-
ture (Figure S1C). The RNA bulge fits in the space between
the enzyme and the anticodon arm, strongly suggesting that
an unstable full-length tRNA can form an RNA bulge in the
same position. Unfortunately, in the miniUR-C+CTP structure,
the enzyme was captured in a catalytically impaired state, as
the incoming nucleotide is not properly positioned in the active
site. This resembles a complex of the enzyme with either nucle-
otide alone or with no RNA substrate (Figure S1D) (Tomita et al.,
2006; Xiong et al., 2003). Further addition of ATP to our co-crys-
tallization experiments did not yield an actively engaged com-
plex. Although CTP addition results in a catalytically competent
preinsertion complex when a stable substrate (denoted miniR) is
used (PDB code 2DR5) (Tomita et al., 2006), we observed dra-
matic refolding of the RNA after CTP addition to an unstable
substrate (Figure 1E). This clearly demonstrates that catalysis
is necessary for the CCA-adding enzyme to detect unstable
RNAs.
Clockwise RNA Overwinding and Compression upon
Active Site Closure
As we were unable to study the second CCA addition cycle by
simply supplying nucleotides to the enzyme bound to unstable
RNAs (Figures 1C and 1D), we incorporated CCAC at the 30-
end of our unstable model tRNA minihelix (miniUR-CCAC). This
RNA was predicted to fold into a single species with a 3nt bulge
(Zuker, 2003), reminiscent of our miniUR-C+CTP structure (Fig-
ure 1C). In the absence of CTP, triclinic, plate-like crystals
formed, and intensity statistics confirmed pseudo-merohedral
twinning, accounted for by twin refinement in PHENIX (Adams
et al., 2010). Addition of CTP (miniUR-CCAC+CTP) eliminated
twinning and the crystals diffracted to 3.15 A˚ (Table S1). The
entire RNA is visible in both structures (Figures 2A and S2A).Cell 160, 644–658, February 12, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 645
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Figure 1. Catalysis Is Crucial to Detect Unstable RNAs
(A) G70 of the arginyl-tRNATCGminihelix wasmutated to A, resulting in the miniUR transcript that has significant structural instability within its acceptor stem. The
archaeal CCA-adding enzyme is shown in cartoon representation with the head domain in purple, the neck domain in green, the body domain in blue and the tail
domain in cyan. Bound RNA is shown in atom colors with oxygens in red, nitrogens in blue, phosphorous in orange and carbons in light blue. 2Fo-Fc density for
the bound unstable RNA is contoured at 1 s throughout Figure 1.
(B) Close-up view of the acceptor stem.
(C) Close-up view of the acceptor stem following CTP addition (miniUR-C+CTP).
(D) MiniUR before and after CTP addition. Nucleotides labeled in black have similar positions in both structures, the mutation is boxed in red.
(E) Comparison of the CCA-adding enzyme in complex with a wild-type tRNA minihelix (miniR) (PDB code 2DR5) (Tomita et al., 2006) or in complex with the
unstable miniUR minihelix after CTP addition.
See also Figure S1.Prior to nucleotide binding (miniUR-CCAC/open complex), the
CCA-adding enzyme adopts an open, inactive conformation
consistent with what we observed for the miniUR complex (Fig-
ure 1A) and what is seen for stable RNAs (Tomita et al., 2006).
Confirming the RNA folding prediction, a three nucleotide bulge
(nucleotides 70–72) protrudes from the helix and does so in the646 Cell 160, 644–658, February 12, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.same location as seen after CTP addition to the unstable RNA
(miniUR-C+CTP) (Figures 1C and 1D).
CTP binding to the active site (miniUR-CCAC+CTP/preinser-
tion complex) leads to closure of the head domain over the
RNA double helix (Figure 2A), a process that was previously
likened to the closure of a clam shell (Tomita et al., 2006). This
leads to compression of the RNA by an entire base-pair step
such that G1 of the preinsertion complex is located in the
same position as G2 of the open complex (miniUR-CCAC) (Fig-
ure 2B; Movie S1). The average helical rise from G1:C72 through
C48:G64 decreases from 3.2 A˚ to 3 A˚, accompanied by RNA
overwinding of 3 per base-pair step (Movies S1 and S2). Unlike
a clam shell, our data suggest that active site closure exhibits
a clockwise screw motion of the entire head domain, leading
to RNA overwinding (Figure 2C; Movie S2). A similar degree of
overwinding was also observed when we reanalyzed active
site closure over stable tRNA minihelices (Tomita et al., 2006).
Although significant compression occurs in the acceptor stem,
the TJC arm of the minihelix is rather strikingly fixed and binds
the tail domain of the enzyme in a similar manner before and after
CTP addition (Figure 2A).
Upon comparing the location of the RNA bulges in the cytosine
preinsertion complex (miniUR-CCAC+CTP, Figure 2) with two
different adenosine preinsertion complexes (miniUR-CCACC+
AMPcPP and miniUR-CCACC+CTP, Figure S2B), we found
that the RNA was present in by and large the same conformation
regardless of how many nucleotides were added at the 30 end
(Figure 2D). However, the bulges exhibited varying degrees of
disorder. A surface loop in the head domain (Loop1, residues
118–126) stabilizes nucleotide 72 (C72) through aweak hydrogen
bond between N4 of C72 and the carbonyl oxygen of Lys124. A
second surface loop (Loop2, residues 215–223) in the enzyme’s
neck domain is oriented toward, but does not bind nucleotide 71.
As Loop 1 only interacts with the RNA when it is present in the
bulged conformation, we reasoned that inserting additional res-
idues into Loop1 may sterically block bulge formation (thereby
blocking CCACCA addition), but not affect the first CCA addition
cycle. Three different insertions into Loop1were tested: (1) inser-
tion of six negatively charged glutamates that are predicted to
repel the bulged RNA phosphates close to the enzyme, (2) inser-
tion of three glutamates, and (3) insertion of three large hydro-
phobic residues (Phe-Leu-Trp) (Figure S2C). Although inserting
the hydrophobic residues (Loop1-3Hyd) had no effect on tandem
CCA addition, insertion of negatively charged glutamates
(Loop1-6Glu and Loop1-3Glu) completely blocked the second
CCA-addition cycle, whereas the first CCA triplet was readily
added (Figure 2E). As our model arginyl-tRNATCG minihelix con-
tains the wobble base pair G2:U72, which may disproportionally
favor refolding, we confirmed that two additional minihelices
lacking this wobble pair gave identical results (Figure S2D).
We conclude that bulge formation is critical for tandem CCA
addition and RNA surveillance of unstable RNAs. Furthermore,
RNA compression and overwinding, induced by the head do-
main acting as a ‘‘molecular screwdriver,’’ appears to be a way
for the CCA-adding enzyme to select for proper substrates by
challenging the stability of the substrates.
Menb tRNA-like Small RNA Behaves Like an Unstable
tRNA and Is Held onto the CCA-Adding Enzyme through
Ionic ‘‘Tweezers’’
Upon comparing cytosine selection and incorporation during the
first and second CCA cycle, we noticed a strict conservation of
the catalytic mechanism between the two cycles (Figure S3A).
Since the same holds true for adenosine incorporation (Fig-ure S2B), we were surprised to observe a kinked minihelix in
the adenosine preinsertion complex of AfCCA bound to a human
Menb-derived minihelix (miniMb-CCACC+AMPcPP) (Figures 3A
and S3B). Despite diffraction to 2.6 A˚ (Table S1), the entire 3nt
RNA bulge and the adjacent base U54 are invisible. In addition,
G4 shows two distinct conformations (Figures 3A and 3B) at
the center of a clear 11 kink in the helical axis of the Menbmini-
helix (Figure 3B). Nevertheless, the two ends of theMenbminihe-
lix, the three 50-terminal ‘‘acceptor-stem’’ base pairs and the
‘‘TJC-arm’’ base pairs, superimpose perfectly with the equiva-
lent features of the unstable arginyl-tRNATCG minihelix structure
(miniUR-CCACC+AMPcPP) (Figure 3B). Since the kink essen-
tially uncouples the acceptor stem from the TJC arm, it seemed
that the tail domain may not actually be anchoring the RNA on
the enzyme, as has been previously proposed (Cho and Weiner,
2004; Tomita et al., 2006), during the second cycle of CCA
addition.
To gain insights into whether a kinked Menb tRNA-like sub-
strate conforms to the normal CCA-adding enzyme mechanism,
we plotted the temperature-factor distribution of the entire mini-
Mb-CCACC+AMPcPP complex (Figures 3C andS3C). Strikingly,
themost stable region of the entire complex is the active site cleft
and the adjacent top part of the acceptor stem. The tail domain
and the TJC arm, on the other hand, are highly mobile. Analo-
gous results were obtained for canonical tRNA minihelices un-
dergoing the second CCA cycle (miniUR-CCACC+AMPcPP
and miniUR-CCACC+CTP), which all exhibit identical crystal
packing (Figure S3D). In contrast, the tail domain and the TJC
arm are both stable during the first CCA addition cycle (Fig-
ure S3E). Therefore, it appears that the tail domain does not
serve as the major RNA anchor during the second CCA addition
cycle.
Why then is the top of the acceptor stem so stable? Upon
calculating the electrostatic surface potential of the CCA-adding
enzyme, we noticed two positively charged surface patches
binding the top of the acceptor stem (Figure 3D). Patch1, con-
sisting of body domain residues Gln296, Arg299, Arg302, and
Lys402, binds the 50-end of Menb via direct ionic interactions
to bridging RNA phosphates. Patch2 is comprised of Arg129
from the head domain and the catalytically essential Arg224
from the neck domain. Interestingly, most contacts on this 30-
side are water-mediated and, therefore, weaker than on the 50-
side (Figure 3D). To address whether those ionic interactions
keep the unstable RNA in place for the second CCA-addition
cycle, wemutated both Arg299 and Arg302 to alanine and tested
enzymatic activity in vitro (Figure 3E). While the wild-type en-
zyme was able to extend the unstable arginyl-tRNATCG minihelix
to CCACCA at a nucleotide concentration of 0.5–5 mM, the
mutant enzyme required 10–1003 higher concentration before
switching from CCA to CCACCA addition (Figure 3E). These re-
sults are consistent with Patches1+2 forming ‘‘ionic tweezers’’
(Figure 3D, schematic) that ensure the second CCA cycle pro-
ceeds efficiently.
Apart from a kink in the acceptor stem helix, we conclude that
tandem CCA addition proceeds in a highly similar fashion for ca-
nonical tRNAs and tRNA-like small RNAs. Furthermore, it is clear
that the tail domain of the CCA-adding enzyme has two separate
functions. First, it serves as a ruler to ensure selective binding ofCell 160, 644–658, February 12, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 647
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tRNA-type substrates. Second, it allows torque to be applied on
the helix upon active site closure and thereby contributes to the
discrimination between stable and unstable RNA substrates.
On-Enzyme RNA Refolding Permits the Second CCA
Addition Cycle
As the CCA-adding enzyme is renowned for its precision in ter-
minating synthesis after a single CCA triplet, we were eager to
determine how it transitions from the first to the second cycle of
CCA addition. For unstable RNAs, we hypothesized that this
transition may occur in one of two ways: (1) the RNA may
dissociate from the enzyme after the first round of catalysis
and re-bind in the bulged conformation to initiate the second
cycle or, alternatively, (2) the RNA may refold while bound to
the enzyme.
Initial support for the latter model came from determining the
structure of AfCCA in complex with the mutant arginyl-tRNATCG
minhelix ending in CCACCA that was bromouridine (BrU)-labeled
at nucleotides 54, 63, and 71 (miniUR-CCACCA) (Figure 4A). Two
strong anomalous peaks were detected at the expected posi-
tions for BrU54 and BrU63 (Figure 4A). Surprisingly, we also
observed a weak anomalous peak for BrU71 near the top of the
acceptor stem. This result was unexpected since U71 falls within
the location of the bulge, which was disordered in this structure.
The only reasonable explanation is the presence of two alterna-
tive RNA conformations, one representing the RNA prior, and
one after refolding. Indeed, we were able to refine the non-re-
folded state of the RNA to an occupancy of 30%, thereby
providing an explanation for the weak anomalous peak. The re-
maining 70% is disordered in the bulge. Considering that the
electron density for the tRNA 50-end was unambiguous in this
structure (as in all other structures of this study) and that the
tRNA 50-end is tightly bound by the enzyme (Figures 3C–3E),
we hypothesized that the tRNA 30-end refolded independently
of the 50-end to allow addition of the second CCA.
To test this model, we used two different approaches: first by
covalently tethering the RNA to the enzyme, and second using a
competition experiment. For the first, we were inspired by earlier
work on DNA (Huang et al., 1998) and we set out to reversibly
crosslink the CCA-adding enzyme to the unstable tRNA using
a site-specific link. We reasoned that if tandem CCA addition
proceeded efficiently when the RNA substrate and CCA-adding
enzyme were covalently joined, refolding most likely occurred
‘‘on-enzyme.’’Figure 2. Clockwise Screw Motion and RNA Compression upon Active
Structural transitions upon active site closure.
(A) RNA and protein domains of the open complex (miniUR-CCAC) are shown in ca
colored as in Figure 1A with miniUR-CCAC+CTP RNA, including the incoming C
motion of the head domain and RNA is indicated.
(B) Close-up view of the acceptor stem of miniUR-CCAC (gray) and miniUR-C
indicated by an arrow.
(C) Top-down view of (B) including the miniUR-CCAC+CTP b-hairpin (purple). Cl
(D) Location of the RNA bulge in all three preinsertion complex structures of the se
unique ones follow the RNA color scheme. Loops 1 and 2 are shown for miniUR
(E) In vitro CCA-addition assays were performed to assay the ability of AfCCA c
(G70A) arginyl-tRNATCG minihelices ending in -C. The insertion of three or six gluta
for degradation by adding CCACCA.
See also Figure S2 and Movies S1 and S2.To engineer a covalent complex with a site-specific linkage, a
purine nucleoside analog bearing a short linker terminating in a
free thiol was incorporated at position 56 of the TJC arm of sta-
ble (WT) and unstable (mutant) arginyl-tRNATCG minihelices (Fig-
ure S4A) (Peacock et al., 2011). The TJC arm seemed to be the
best location for not interfering with catalysis, asmuch of the rest
of the minihelix is compressed prior to catalysis (this study and
Tomita et al., 2006). Likewise, Asp351 and Arg344 of the AfCCA
tail domain are located closest to the crosslinkable nucleotide
and were therefore replaced with cysteines to allow a protein-
RNA disulfide crosslink to form, a prediction we confirmed ex-
perimentally (Figure S4B).
Since tRNA surveillance through CCACCA addition is con-
served across all kingdoms of life (Wilusz et al., 2011), we also
wanted to include class II CCA-adding enzymes. Given a lack
of sufficient structural information on class II enzymes, the struc-
ture of the full-length human mitochondrial CCA-adding enzyme
was determined to 1.9 A˚ (Figure S4C). Although the tail domain
was disordered in Augustin et al. (2003), it is clearly resolved
in our structure, and we were able to construct a model of a
tRNA-bound complex (Figure 4C). Based on this model and
allowing for conformational changes in the protein, several
cysteine mutants were tested for their ability to form disulfide
bonds with the crosslinkable tRNA. Two mutants, G364C
and G379C, crosslinked efficiently to both stable and unstable
tRNA minihelices (Figure 4D).
We next purified these crosslinked complexes to test whether
RNA refolding occurs on the enzyme in a standard CCA addition
assay (Shi et al., 1998b). Reactions were performed in the pres-
ence of 2 mM cold ATP and CTP, combined with either radioac-
tive ATP or CTP to measure A or C incorporation, respectively.
Since the minihelices used ended in -CC (miniUR-CC), further
C incorporation served as a sensitive readout of refolding, as
it should only occur during the second CCA cycle, after the
substrate has successfully completed the first cycle. A stable
tRNA minihelix (miniR-CC) was used as a control as it should
terminate synthesis after the first CCA cycle and thus not incor-
porate CTP.
When we measured radioactive ATP incorporation onto the 30-
end of stable and unstable human complexes, we detected a
lower molecular weight product for the stable tRNA complex
and a higher molecular weight product for the unstable tRNA
complex, as would be expected for CCA versus CCACCA addi-
tion (Figure 4E, lanes 1 and 2). Surprisingly, similar results wereSite Closure
rtoon representation in gray. The preinsertion complex (miniUR-CCAC+CTP) is
TP, in orange. Catalytic magnesium ions are in magenta. The clockwise screw
CAC+CTP (orange). The A70 mutation is boxed in red. RNA compression is
ockwise RNA rotation is indicated.
cond CCA cycle. Common nucleotides to all structures are numbered in black,
-CCAC+CTP only.
ontaining Loop 1 insertions to incorporate [a-32P] ATP onto stable or unstable
mates abolished the ability of the CCA-adding enzyme to mark unstable RNAs
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obtained using radioactiveCTP (Figure 4E, lanes 3 and 4), despite
our expectation not to detect CTP incorporation into stable
tRNAs ending in -CC. Upon reversing the crosslink by adding
20 mM DTT prior to performing the CCA addition assay, CTP
incorporation was detected only onto the unstable tRNA, indi-
cating that the stable tRNA now completed only the first CCA cy-
cle (Figure 4E, lanes 7 and 8). Interestingly, all RNA productswere
smaller under reducing (Figure 4E, lanes 5–8) versus oxidizing
conditions (Figure 4E, lanes 1–4), with the products under
reducing conditions running at the same sizes as never-cross-
linked reaction controls (Figure 4E, lanes 9 and 10). We therefore
conclude that crosslinking the human CCA-adding enzyme to its
RNA substrate resulted in tandem CCA addition to stable RNAs
and three CCA triplets being added to unstable RNAs. Similar
results were obtained with the crosslinked archaeal enzyme,
although the difference between stable and unstable RNA was
less pronounced (Figure S4D). We should note that upon cross-
linking the substrate to either enzyme and increasing the nucleo-
tide concentration to 50 mM, both enzyme classes behaved like
‘‘oligo-CCA’’-adding enzymes and added extended CCA tails
to both stable and unstable RNAs, with unstable RNAs harboring
longer tails on average (Figure S4E). This ‘‘oligo-CCA’’ addition is
not observed in vivo (Wilusz et al., 2011) since refolding and CCA
addition rates are much higher for crosslinked complexes
compared to those of the uncrosslinked versions.
For the competition experiment, we reasoned that if the RNA
refolded between the two CCA-addition cycles while bound to
the enzyme, a pre-bound tRNA would not be competed off the
enzyme by another RNA when transitioning from the first to the
second CCA cycle. We, therefore, pre-bound unstable full-
length arginyl-tRNATCG (G70A) ending in its discriminator base
to either the human or the archaeal CCA-adding enzyme in the
presence of CTP only. After having incorporated two C nucleo-
tides, we expected the enzymes to remain bound to their sub-
strate RNAs, awaiting ATP to complete the first CCA cycle.
ATPwas then added simultaneously with an excess of full-length
human Menb tRNA-like small RNA already ending in CCA, and
product formation was monitored. Consistent with the tRNA re-
folding on enzyme, pre-binding of unstable arginyl-tRNATCG to
both classes of enzymes rendered the enzymes ‘‘immune’’ to-
ward excess RNA and resulted in similar amounts of mature
arginyl-tRNATCG product, irrespective of the competing Menb
concentration (Figure 4F, lanes 1–4). In contrast, when both ar-
ginyl-tRNATCG and Menb substrates ending in -CC were added
at the same time, final products were predominantly synthesized
for Menb, the substrate present in excess (Figure 4F, lanes 5–8).
We note that human Menb is a better substrate for the human
CCA-adding enzyme compared to the archaeal enzyme (Fig-(B) Comparison between the miniMb-CCACC+AMPcPP and miniUR-CCACC+AM
with disordered nucleotides in gray. The kink in miniMb-CCACC RNA is sketche
(C) Temperature factor distribution of miniMb-CCACC+AMPcPP. Low temperatu
80 A˚2 in red.
(D) Electrostatic surface potential of the archaeal CCA-adding enzyme. Blue depic
positively charged patches holding the acceptor stem are indicated.MiniMbRNA
that glue the top of the acceptor stem to the enzyme. A schematic of the ‘‘ionic
(E) In vitro CCA-addition assays using wild-type or mutant AfCCA and the unstab
interactions between the RNA 50-end and the enzyme impaired the second CCA
See also Figure S3.ure 4F). Also, when the archaeal reaction scheme was inverted
such that human Menb was pre-bound and arginyl-tRNATCG
served as the competitor, we observed a less pronounced trend,
since Menb is not as good a substrate as arginyl-tRNATCG
(Figure S4F).
Taken together, it is clear that tandem CCA addition does not
involve RNA dissociation. Instead, RNA refolding takes place
‘‘on-enzyme.’’
Active Site Closure Gauges RNA Stability and Triggers
Refolding
What triggers ‘‘on-enzyme’’ RNA refolding to enable the second
CCA cycle? Termination of the first CCA cycle, which precedes
refolding, has previously proven difficult to study. It is, however,
known that in the termination state, the entire CCA triplet stacks
onto the acceptor stem and abuts against the b sheets contain-
ing the active site residues, thereby blocking the addition of
further nucleotides (Xiong and Steitz, 2004).
Insight regarding how refolding is triggered was gained from a
2.7 A˚ structure of a monoclinic crystal of the Menb tRNA-like
small RNA adenosine preinsertion complex (miniMb-CCACC+
AMPcPP-i). Most of the RNA bound in the active site pocket of
this complex is ordered, despite the pocket not being entirely
closed (Figures 5A and S5A). As expected for a substrate ending
in CCACC, the tRNA-like transcript is bound in its refolded state,
ready for the secondCCAcycle tobecompletedwith the addition
of an A. Nucleotides C59 and C60 (equivalent to C74 and C75 for
tRNAs) formstrong basepairs toG1andG2. A61 (A76 for tRNAs),
the last A of the first CCA triplet, is in a similar position to a
discriminator base. However, its base edge projects toward a
b-hairpin that has been previously shown to be critical for catal-
ysis and proofreading (Cho et al., 2005). This A also stacks with
His97, thereby displacing Asp96 and Ala95. C62 (C77 for tRNAs),
the first C of the second cycle, packs against Tyr99, whereasC63
(C78) folds back onto the 30-end of the acceptor stem, lying
orthogonal to it and tucking against Arg129 (Figures 5A and
S5A). Although electron density for the C63 base is weak, its 30-
hydroxyl group is clearly not in a position to attack the a-phos-
phate of the incoming nucleotide. Interestingly, the incoming
AMPcPP is also not properly locked into its binding pocket as
its base edge is not recognized by Arg224, nor do the three phos-
phate groups coordinate metal ion A.
When we compared this structure to the proper adenosine
preinsertion complexes of Menb (miniMb-CCACC+AMPcPP,
Figure 3A) and unstable tRNA (miniUR-CCACC, Figure S2B),
we realized that the observed state represents a functional inter-
mediate between the open (inactive) and the closed preinsertion
complexes. The bound small RNA exhibits an intermediatePcPP RNA structures. Both RNAs are schematically diagrammed on the right
d.
re factors of 20 A˚2 are in blue, intermediate values in yellow, and values above
ts positively charged, white neutral, and red negatively charged areas. The two
is in cartoon and colored in pink. The close-up view details the ionic interactions
tweezers’’ is shown.
le (G70A) arginyl-tRNATCG minihelix (miniUR) substrate. Weakening the strong
-addition cycle, whereas the first cycle was unaltered.
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degree of compression and the b-hairpin displays an intermedi-
ate degree of closure (Figure S5B). Similar to our observations
for unstable tRNA (Figure 2), the transition from the intermediate
to the preinsertion complex revealed a coordinated clockwise
screw motion of the head domain, resulting in RNA overwinding
and compression of the acceptor stem by an entire base pair
step (Figure 5B; Movies S3 and S4). The head domain pushed
the protruding nucleotide A61 of the intermediate state back
into its proper position to stack onto the 30-end of the acceptor
helix, unstacking it from His97. The b-hairpin is now in a proper
conformation to proofread C62, which undergoes a 90 rotation,
whereas C63 reorients its 30-hydroxyl toward Asp110, which
serves as a general base during adenosine incorporation (Pan
et al., 2010). The incoming AMPcPPmoves to its proper preinser-
tion position, interacting with Arg224 and coordinating Metal B
along with the catalytic residues Glu59 and Asp61. Interestingly,
only the Menb preinsertion complex shows a kinked helix, likely
induced by complete active site closure (Figures 3A and S5C).
The apparent correlation between active site closure and RNA
compression indicates that apart from being essential for catal-
ysis, active site closure is the way by which the stability of the
RNA is assessed. Following the first CCA addition, the torque
applied on the RNA double helix essentially gauges weak spots
in the duplex and causes refolding of the RNA in the form of
extrusion of a bulge.
Nucleotide Binding Is Critical for Triggering RNA
Substrate Refolding
Three lines of evidence suggested that nucleotide binding is crit-
ical to trigger refolding. First, our ability to isolate an intermediate
complex is likely attributed to the presence of a sub-optimally
positioned nucleotide in the active site pocket. Proper binding of
the triphosphate moiety locks the enzyme in the catalytically
active preinsertion state. Second, the termination state after the
first CCA cycle (PDB 1SZ1) (Xiong and Steitz, 2004) has sufficient
space for an incomingnucleotide,whichcouldstart off thesecond
CCA-addition cycle (Figure 5C). Finally, since active site closure is
accompaniedbyaclockwise rotation,we reasoned that the termi-
nation complex is formed from the adenosine preinsertion com-
plex by a counter-clockwise motion of the head domain, which
appears to be the case (Figure 5C). This movement is essential
to reset the enzyme prior to a new cycle of CCA addition.
As nucleotide binding is critical to trigger refolding, we hypoth-
esized that increasing the nucleotide concentrations in standard
CCA-addition assays (Shi et al., 1998b) may lower the threshold
of instability needed in a tRNA acceptor stem for CCACCA addi-
tion to occur. Using a nucleotide concentration of 0.5 mM, we(D) Silver-stained SDS-PAGE of the crosslinked human CCA-adding enzyme a
retarded gel mobility, with the G379C and G364C mutants showing the highest c
(E) In vitro CCA addition assays with crosslinked complexes. The wild-type and G
respectively. Reactions 2–5 were under oxidizing, whereas reactions 6–10 were
lanes. Unstable minihelices that had never been crosslinked were used as contr
(F) In vitro competition experiments. In lanes 1–4, full-length arginyl-tRNATCG (G
presence of 2 mMCTP before adding cold ATP supplemented with [a32P]-ATP and
both RNAs were added simultaneously along with ATP. An equal amount of arginy
at the top. Pre-bound RNA was efficiently extended to CCACCA irrespective of a
added simultaneously, both RNAs compete for binding to the CCA-adding enzy
See also Figure S4.recapitulated what is seen in vivo for full-length wild-type or
mutant arginyl tRNA (Figure 5D). However, at nucleotide concen-
trations above 5 mM, the wild-type tRNA was converted into a
tandem CCA target by both classes of CCA-adding enzymes
(Figure 5D). Similar results were obtained forminihelix substrates
(Figure S5D). At nucleotide concentrations above 20 mM, we de-
tected even further extension of the CCA tails, reminiscent of the
results obtained with crosslinked complexes (Figure 4E). Most
surprisingly, both enzyme classes converted stable tRNAs into
CCACCA targets at identical nucleotide concentrations, which
was unexpected since tRNA approaches their respective active
sites from entirely different directions (Xiong et al., 2003). Where-
as the extruded RNA bulge tucks against the protein for class I
enzymes (Figure 2), it almost certainly protrudes into the solvent
in class II enzymes (Figure S5E).
Additional tRNAs were subsequently tested to determine
whether sequence elements within the tRNA may affect the abil-
ity of nucleotide concentration to regulate CCA versus CCACCA
choice. As in our model arginyl-tRNATCG substrate, wild-type
cysteinyl-tRNAGCA contains a wobble base pair in its acceptor
stem and was converted into a tandem CCA target at a nucleo-
tide concentration of 5 mM (Figure S5F). On the other hand, wild-
type tRNAs with acceptor stems containing only Watson-Crick
base pairs required nucleotide concentrations to be at least
ten times higher (50 mM) before they were converted into
CCACCA targets (Figures S5G and S5H).
We suggest that the choice between CCA versus CCACCA
addition is made when a nucleotide binds to the active site in
the termination state following the first CCA addition cycle. For
stable substrates, clockwise active site closure triggered by
nucleotide binding leads to RNA dissociation as the energetic
cost of breaking multiple Watson-Crick base pairs is too high.
Unstable RNAs, however, will refold ‘‘on-enzyme’’ and a second
CCA triplet will be added. Elevated nucleotide concentrations
shift the reaction equilibrium toward tandem CCA addition with
the actual concentration wherein this switch occurs dependent
on acceptor stem stability. Elevated nucleotide concentrations
might favor a closed active site, which would trap even tran-
siently refolded stable substrates after the first CCA cycle on
the enzyme by adding the first C of the second cycle.
RNAs with Longer Bulges Are Not Readily
Accommodated by the CCA-Adding Enzyme
Why, however, is CCA addition limited to a tandem triplet in vivo?
Although extended tails longer than CCACCA are efficiently
addedunder certain conditions in vitro (higher nucleotideconcen-
trations orwhen theRNA is covalently bound to the enzyme), theynd the ethylthio-purine-derivatized minihelices. Crosslinked complexes show
rosslinking efficiency.
70A mutant arginyl-tRNATCG minihelices are denoted as stable and unstable,
under reducing conditions. Radioactive nucleotides are indicated above the
ols (reactions 9–10).
70A) was pre-bound to the human and archaeal CCA-adding enzyme in the
varying amounts of the hMENb transcript (up to a 20-fold excess). In lanes 5–8,
l-tRNATCG was added in all lanes, whereas hMENb amounts varied as denoted
dded excess RNA, indicating that the bound RNA refolds ‘‘on-enzyme.’’ When
me.
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Figure 5. Active Site Closure Gauges RNA Stability and Triggers Refolding
(A) The intermediate adenosine preinsertion complex of Menb (miniMb-CCACC+AMPcPP-i) shown as in Figure 1A. Residues contributed by the head domain are
in atom colors with carbons in purple. The disordered residues Ala95 and Asp96 are dashed in purple. Arg224 from the neck domain is in atom colors with carbons
in green. A dashed circle highlights the missing Metal B. Improper positioning of the incoming nucleotide is shown with black dashes.
(B) Superposition of the adenosine intermediate and preinsertion complexes (miniMb-CCACC+AMPcPP). The intermediate state RNA and AMPcPP are in gray,
while the intermediate b-hairpin and Asp110 are in purple. Intermediate Arg224 is in green. The entire preinsertion complex (miniMb-CCACC+AMPcPP) is in pink.
Three proofreading interactions, the AMPcPP base edge recognition and the Asp110 general base contact to the 30-hydroxyl are shown with green dashed lines
for the preinsertion complex, as is Metal B bound to AMPcPP.
(C) Comparison of the miniMb-CCACC+AMPcPP complex and the termination complex of the first CCA cycle (PDB code 1SZ1) (Xiong and Steitz, 2004). The
incoming AMPcPP is depicted forMenb. Canonical tRNA numbering is used forMenb to simplify comparison. The active site residues that the RNA stacks against
(legend continued on next page)
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See also Figure S6.are only rarely added in vivo (Wilusz et al., 2011, 2012). To under-
standwhy, we carried out fragment-based assembly of RNAwith
full atom refinement (FARFAR), a ROSETTA-based de novo RNA
prediction algorithm (Das and Baker, 2007; Das et al., 2010). Us-
ing the miniUR-CCAC+CTP complex as a template (Figure 2),
5,000 structures were calculated assuming either a 3nt (for tan-
dem CCA) or a 6nt bulge (for three CCAs). As expected, models
containing a 6nt bulge deviated more significantly from the tem-
plate structure and none formed a continuous helix (Figure S6A).
In contrast, about a thirdof themodelswitha3ntbulge exhibiteda
continuous helix (Figure S6B).
We posit that in order to apply torque onto the acceptor stem
to trigger refolding, a continuous helix would be necessary. From
these calculations, it appears that the reason that three CCAs are
not accommodated is because the resulting RNA molecules are
unable to form continuous helices.
DISCUSSION
Model of Tandem CCA Addition
tRNA surveillance through tandem CCA addition is a universally
conserved mechanism by which the cell distinguishes betweenin the termination complex are shown as sticks. The counter-clockwise twist b
indicated.
(D) In vitro CCA addition assays with full-length stable and unstable (G70A) argin
nucleotide concentrations (ATP+CTP) were increased in the presence of radioac
See also Figure S5 and Movies S3 and S4.stable and certain unstable tRNAs and tRNA-like transcripts (Wi-
lusz et al., 2011). While stable tRNAs receive only CCA, unstable
tRNAs beginning with GG are marked with CCACCA with near
100% efficiency and rapidly degraded (Wilusz et al., 2011). We
show that the structural flexibility of RNA controls the choice be-
tween CCA versus CCACCA addition and propose the following
model for tandem CCA addition (Figure 6): (1–3) a proper tRNA-
type substrate is first recognized by the CCA-adding enzyme.
The discriminator base is inserted between the head and neck
domains, while the TcC loop interacts with the enzyme’s tail
domain (Figure 1A). The first CCA addition cycle then proceeds
as has been established (Pan et al., 2010; Tomita et al., 2006;
Xiong and Steitz, 2004). Following the addition of the terminal
A, pyrophosphate is released and the head domain rotates
counter-clockwise to allow continuous stacking of theCCA triplet
against the head domain (Figure 5C). (4) Nucleotide binding at
this stage induces the clockwise closure of the active site with
torque applied on the RNA duplex (Figures 2 and 5). This ‘‘inter-
rogation’’ of the RNA by the enzyme results in two possible out-
comes: (5) if the bound RNA is stable, it will dissociate from the
enzyme since breaking multiple stable Watson-Crick base pairs
for RNA refolding is unfavorable; (6) however, if the RNA isetween the Menb preinsertion complex and the tRNA termination complex is
yl-tRNATCG and either the human or the archaeal CCA-adding enzyme. Cold
tive CTP. CCA tail length is indicated.
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unstable, the screwmotionwill trigger on-enzyme refolding of the
RNA 30-end, in the form of extrusion of a bulge, while the 50-end
and the TcC loop remain bound to the enzyme (Figure 4). Refold-
ing thus leads to a structure that is reminiscent of a misaligned
zipper with the bulged nucleotides protruding from an otherwise
continuous RNA helix (Figures 2 and 3). This bulged substrate is
stabilized by two newbase pairs that form between the Cs added
during the first CCA cycle and the 50-terminal Gs and further sta-
bilized by ionic interactions to the enzyme (Figure 3) as well as in-
teractions between the bulge and loop 1 of the head domain.
These interactions help lower the energy for the refolded confor-
mation. (7–8) Once the active site is closed over the refolded
RNA, the second cycle of CCA addition proceeds analogous to
the first. Upon termination, the second CCA triplet again stacks
against the head domain following a counter-clockwise rotation.
(9) Nucleotide binding could then, in principle, result in yet
another round of RNA refolding (10). However, RNA refolding at
this stage would result in a 6nt bulge, a structure that is unable
to accommodate a continuous helix, which is required for the
RNA to remain bound to the enzyme (Figure S6). Therefore,
the screw motion for active site closure and torque applied on
the RNA following the second CCA-addition cycle induces disso-
ciation of the RNA carrying CCACCA at its 30 end.
Proofreading Unstable RNAs through Their Structural
Versatility
Proofreading is an important feature of all polymerases. As DNA
and RNA polymerases scan along a template strand while syn-
thesizing a product strand, they recognize misincorporated
nucleotides or erroneous templates either before or immediately
after nucleotide incorporation (Kunkel and Bebenek, 2000;
Sydow and Cramer, 2009). These transcriptional obstacles are
usually removed through endonucleolytic cleavage before
nucleotide synthesis resumes.
In contrast, the CCA-adding enzyme uses proofreading on two
different levels. First, it is able to add the nucleotides CCA in a
template-independent manner to the 30 ends of all tRNAs and
tRNA-like molecules without translocating along its substrate
(Pan et al., 2010; Toh et al., 2008; Tomita et al., 2006; Xiong
and Steitz, 2004). Second, the enzyme exploits the structural
versatility of unstable RNAs to mark them for degradation,
even though the mutation or instability is never directly recog-
nized by the active site of the enzyme. The enzyme simply sticks
to its substrate requirements and catalytic principles regardless
of the substrate. If a continuous A-form RNA helix of proper
length is bound between the head and tail domains, and an un-
paired discriminator base can be properly positioned in the
active site, then the CCA-adding enzyme will add a CCA triplet
to the RNA 30-end. Rather than dissociating after the first CCA
cycle, unstable RNAs are refolded in response to the regular
screw motion of the enzyme during active site closure. CCA-
addition terminates once the RNA substrate is unable to remain
bound to the enzyme.We speculate that tandemCCA addition is
the unavoidable consequence of CCA addition to a large subset
of unstable RNAs beginning with GG, since refolding is triggered
during catalysis. As it is driven by the RNA substrate itself and is
beneficial for removing erroneous tRNAs, this mechanism is
conserved across both classes of CCA-adding enzymes.656 Cell 160, 644–658, February 12, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.We suggest that RNA compression after completion of the first
CCA cycle, which challenges RNA stability and triggers refolding
of unstable RNAs, is an example of proof-reading via an energy
relay mechanism, first proposed by Hopfield (1980). RNA com-
pression as seen in the dynamic intermediate state of the
enzyme is at a branch point, characteristic of these types of
mechanisms. The RNA substrate at this branch point either ‘‘re-
sists’’ and falls off the enzymewhen it contains a stable acceptor
stem, or ‘‘buckles,’’ extruding a bulge, and then receives another
CCA when the acceptor stem is weakened due to a mismatch.
The compression of the RNA provides the energy relay for proof-
reading in this case.
Our study elucidates how non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs) that
utilize the tRNA fold are either marked for rapid degradation
or stabilized by the addition of a single CCA triplet. Since
bona fide tRNAs possess very long half lives (Kanerva and
Ma¨enpa¨a¨, 1981), we speculate that CCA-addition is a way
for ncRNAs to increase their stability. Interestingly, while the
Menb tRNA-like small RNA is rapidly degraded due to CCACCA
addition in humans and mice, the Old World Monkey homolog is
stable and thus a CCA target (Wilusz et al., 2011). In the future,
it will be instructive to study the functional significance of
these differences. Furthermore, the surveillance mechanism
presented here is conserved across all kingdoms of life and
across different classes of RNA. This underlines the centrality
of RNA structure in regulating transcript stability and function
(Ding et al., 2014; Rouskin et al., 2014; Wan et al., 2014) and
calls for a more detailed search into the structural elements of
lncRNAs.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Structures of the Archaeal CCA-Adding Enzyme in Complex with
Unstable RNAs
The A. fulgidus CCA-adding enzyme (AfCCA) was expressed in Escherichia
coli and all RNAs used for crystallography were purchased from Dharmacon.
Preinsertion complexes were obtained by co-crystallization with AMPcPP or
CTP. Most reaction steps crystallized in 16%–24% PEG-3350 and 0.2–
0.27 M sodium-potassium tartrate. Diffraction data were collected at beamline
X25 of the National Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS) at Brookhaven National
Laboratory. All structures were solved by molecular replacement using
PHASER (McCoy et al., 2007) and refined with PHENIX (Adams et al., 2010).
For details, see Extended Experimental Procedures.
Structure of the Full-Length Human CCA-Adding Enzyme
The human mitochondrial CCA-adding enzyme was expressed in E. coli and
crystallized in 2.3 M ammonium sulfate and 0.5 M tri-sodium citrate pH 5.8.
Its structure was solved by molecular replacement and refined with PHENIX
(Adams et al., 2010). For details, see Extended Experimental Procedures.
Crosslinking Experiments, CCA-Addition Assays
A 2-amino-(S-trityl-ethylthio)-purine phosphoramidite was synthesized as
described (Peacock et al., 2011). Crosslinkable RNA was prepared at Chem-
Genes. All in vitro assays were carried out with crosslinked and soluble com-
ponents as described (Shi et al., 1998b). For details, see Extended Experi-
mental Procedures.
Competition Experiments
To study the effect of RNA pre-binding, full-length arginyl tRNATCG (G70A)
ending in its discriminator base was pre-incubated in the presence of cold
CTP only. Cold ATP spiked with [a32P] ATP was added simultaneously with
equimolar or excess amounts of full-length human Menb already carrying
CCA. Reactions were allowed to proceed for 2 min for AfCCA and 30 s for the
human CCA-adding enzyme. As a control experiment, both RNAs were added
simultaneously along with ATP. For details, see Extended Experimental
Procedures.
Rosetta-Based RNA Modeling
De novo RNA folding was carried out using Rosetta 3.5 (http://www.
rosettacommons.org) (Das et al., 2010). Detailed procedure in Extended
Experimental Procedures.
ACCESSION NUMBERS
Coordinates and structure factors of the archaeal CCA-adding enzyme com-
plexes have been deposited in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) under accession
codes 4X4N, 4X4O, 4X4P, 4X4Q, 4X4R, 4X4S, 4X4T, 4X4U, and 4X4V. The
full-length human mitochondrial CCA-adding enzyme has been deposited un-
der the accession code 4X4W.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes Extended Experimental Procedures, six
figures, four movies, and one table and can be found with this article online
at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cell.2015.01.005.
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